50% BLACKFRIDAY DISCOUNT
ONLY VALID UNTIL MIDNIGHT 19TH NOVEMBER 2016

Here’s WHAT we do:
At mindreframing®, we play to your strengths.
Instead of tweezing something off the rack and guess that it sticks, we offer
sensible and beneficial knowing programs developed around the core
toughness and the character of your leading entertainers, leaders and also
perfect clients-- as well as the culture of your business.
We begin with you, not a policy.
Our training is easy to recognize, fast to make use of everything, and very
simple to remember since it is sensible without any academic designs. Our
programs are real-world, immersive and also really feel all-natural. Our
strategy to discovering is 60% more likely to end up being habitual compared
to conventional training approaches.
mindreframing® establishes an environment to urge delegates to proceed
developing, celebrate their victories as well as continue supporting each
other when showing brand-new behaviors.

Here’s WHY we do it:
We get out of bed in the morning to get real results from our learning
programs. It’s easy to provide ‘training’. It’s much harder to change the
behavior of humans. We want you to be more successful than ever before!
No training company will work harder to understand your people. And no
training program will work harder to improve their performance.
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Here’s HOW we do it:
Different from conventional training, we don't press you into our 'system', or
manipulate you to our 'rules’. We are special in that. We start with you. This
makes your discovering development much more bespoke-- it seems and
becomes culturally lined up.
A strict methodology can be a straight-jacket when solving specific problems,
so we prefer an adaptable, solution-oriented method. With years of seniorlevel background, our trainers can concentrate on a team's natural strengths,
identify its blockades and fears and sustainable change their behavior.
We transform your people over time which gives you the greatest chance of
changing behaviors into habits. Little and often, serving up learning in easily
absorbable slices, not slowed down in the hypothesis.
We want the optimal final result for you and your company, so we ask you to
present to us your goals to measure the results of the training, such as
increasing your revenue or helping you to lead others.
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Coaching Program
Why is mindreframing® Coaching effective?





94% of our customers rate our Coaching as “Excellent”
Coaches experienced at various levels – from Graduate to CEO
The Methodology is designed to start with individual, natural style and
build a bespoke program from there
Our Coaches have trained in over 20 different industries

mindreframing® works with individuals to help them succeed against
performance goals. Our experienced coaches will act as a catalyst for change
by drawing out your innate, brilliant natural talent, and guiding you on a
journey.
This enables you to improve your current situation with clarity and focus, both
for short-term steps and long-term goals.
Every coaching relationship with mindreframing® is unique, confidential and
personalized to suit the individual.
Group coaching is designed to help facilitate professional and personal
development to the point of individual growth, improved performance and
contentment. Think of it as regular servicing for your Engine.
Our experienced executive coaches work our clients towards specific
professional goals. These include:


Interpersonal and professional communication,



Building an effective relationship with your clients,



Performance management,



Organisational effectiveness,



Developing executive presence,



Enhancing strategic thinking, and



Dealing effectively with conflict
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Group Coaching
6-Month per person
1 Hour per Month per hour

267 133.50

2 Hours per Month per hour

257 127.50

4 Hours per Month per hour

247 123.50

12-Month per person
1 Hours per Month per hour

247 123.50

2 Hours per Month per hour

237 118.50

4 Hours per Month per hour

227 113.50

Each package includes all the preparation and post processing from coaching
session to coaching session and during the collaboration.
Send your order now to blackfriday@mindreframing.org and save this huge
price advantage!
Company

________________________________________________

Address

________________________________________________

Contact person

________________________________________________

Email address

________________________________________________

Phone number

________________________________________________

Number of people _____

Hours per Month ____

All prices in BZD. Prices per participant and plus GST.

6 or 12 month ____
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Individual Coaching
6-Month per person
1 Hour per Month per hour

467 233.50

2 Hours per Month per hour

457 227.50

4 Hours per Month per hour

447 223.50

12-Month per person
1 Hours per Month per hour

447 223.50

2 Hours per Month per hour

437 218.50

4 Hours per Month per hour

427 213.50

Each package includes all the preparation and post processing from coaching
session to coaching session and during the collaboration.
Send your order now to blackfriday@mindreframing.org and save this huge
price advantage!
Company

________________________________________________

Address

________________________________________________

Contact person

________________________________________________

Email address

________________________________________________

Phone number

________________________________________________

Number of people _____

Hours per Month ____

All prices in BZD. Prices per participant and plus GST.

6 or 12 month ____

